PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

DANGERS CORROSIVE CAUSES IRREVERSIBLE EYE DAMAGE AND SKIN BURNS HARMSIF SWALLOWED OR ABSORBED THROUGH THE SKIN HARMFUL IF INHALED CAUSES SKIN IRRITATION

Do not get in eye, on skin, or on clothing. Mixes, lenses, applicators, and other hardware exposed to this product must wear long-sleeved shirt and long pants, shoes and socks, chemical-resistant gloves such as butyl-rubber or white rubber chemical splash goggles and face shield, and chemical-resistant apron. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Do not drink or allow others to drink this product. Do not drink or allow others to drink this product. Do not drink or allow others to drink this product. Do not drink or allow others to drink this product.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This chemical is toxic to aquatic plants, fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not contaminate water, food, or food or feed by storage, disposal, or clearing of equipment. PESTICIDES TOXIC Always store pesticides in the original container. Do not apply this product is a way that will contaminate water, food, or feed by storage, disposal, or clearing of equipment.

Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide waste may be hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide or residue is a violation of Federal Law. For these reasons, they are not to be disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Protection Agency, or the Hazardous Waste Representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance. Container Disposal: Inertial containers: Do not reuse or refill the container. Contaminated container (or equivalent) properly after emptying. Triple rinse or wash as follows: Empty the remaining contents into the first container and then pour the water into the first container into the second container. Contain the first container to keep it from being emptied. Repeat the procedure two more times. Then pour the water into the second container. Contain the container to keep it from being emptied. Contain the container to keep it from being emptied. Contain the container to keep it from being emptied.

General: CORRECT FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL DISPOSAL AUTHORITY FOR APPROVED ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- 3-Chloro-2-methyl-4-benzoxazol-3-one
- 2-Methyl-4-benzoxazol-3-one

INERT INGREDIENTS: 99.98%

TOTAL: 100.00%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER FIRST AID IF SWALLOWED: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 min. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF IN EYES: Hold eyes open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 min. Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 min, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF INHALED: Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF SKIN ABSTRACT: Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. If necessary: Have person sit in a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless advised to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY: Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center, doctor, or going for treatment. For emergency information concerning this product, call the poison control center 1-800-222-1222.

NOTE TO PHARMACISTS: Protect unused damage may contain phenol of genotoxic hazard. Measure against cataractous shock, respiratory depression, and convulsions may be necessary.

IN CASE OF SPILL, EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION: 800-624-9000 (in U.S.A. and Canada) 703-927-3863 (outside U.S.A.) EPA Reg. No. 505-001-90006 - EPA ETU. No. 306902-54-001

NET CONTENT: 1 Gallon: 3.79 Liters

Fuel Prep® Biocide weighs 8.83 pounds per gallon at 21.3°F/0.7°C

Left:

Distributed By: The Penny Company, Inc. 400 E. 50th Street Wheeling, IL 60090-4731 2073-0702-0702

Made in USA 03/03/17

Penny WO50552117

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

FUEL SYSTEM: Fuel Prep® Biocide is recommended for the control of bacteria and fungi in fuel systems that use or store land hydrocarbon fuels and oils, for example, diesel fuel oils, fuel oils, residual fuel oils, renewable fuel blend stocks and renewable fuel blends.

METHOD OF ADDITION: Fuel Prep® Biocide should be directly dispensed into a fuel tank, storage tank, or flowing stream of fuel in a manner to ensure uniform distribution of the preservative in the fuel system. Elbow drops or continuous feed methods are recommended.

DOSE RATE: When microbial contamination is detected, add Fuel Prep® Biocide in order to achieve and maintain a final system concentration of 100-400 parts per million (ppm) volume to volume. For this, this can be accomplished by adding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Per Unit of Liquid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>gallon</td>
<td>10,000 gallons (14.33 x 10^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>gallon</td>
<td>8,000 gallons (11 x 10^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>gallon</td>
<td>5,000 gallons (7 x 10^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>gallon</td>
<td>10,000 gallons (1.43 x 10^6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Important Read Before Use

Read the entire directions for use. Carefulness of Measurements and Limitations of Liability before using this product. If the product is not acceptable do not apply product, contact PENNY Corporation for advice. By using this product, user or buyer accepts the following Conditions of Guarantees and Limitations of Liability.

CONDITIONS: The warnings for use of this product are believed to be adequate and must be followed carefully. However, it is impossible to anticipate all the requirements associating with the use of this product. As such, it shall be assured by the user or buyer.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES: To the extent consistent with applicable laws, Fuel Quality Services, Inc., the manufacturer, or the seller makes no other warranties, express or implied, of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or otherwise, that extend beyond the statements made on this label, to the extent consistent with applicable law, Fuel Quality Services, Inc., the manufacturer, or the seller shall be liable for consequential, special, or indirect damages resulting from the use, handling, application, storage, or disposal of this product or for damages in the event of verifications, and the buyer and the user waived any right that they may have to such damages.